Lincrusta Wall and Ceiling Covering.
A few years ago, through a chance discovery, circumstances set the Barry Railway Carriage Trust a
challenge, which was that of recreating the
Lincrusta ceiling corners in their first-class
compartments.
A section of Lincrusta in 163 was found
hidden by the only remaining part of 164 the
accompanying coach body.
This find comprised a Lincrusta corner, two
sections of the ceiling border and a section
of the Lincrusta ceiling infill.
Both the high relief of the border and corner
had been highlighted in gold leaf. Thus this
level of Victorian opulence will have to be
recreated in 163 when it was restored.

For the historical record the reference
numbers that were relevant to the Lincrusta
The Lincrusta Corner, Boarder and Infill found in 164
catalogue of a similar date to the Barry
Coach number 163, are Infill pattern ref 904, the border is ref 1948 and the corner is ref W.
Up until 2014, the installation of Lincrusta in 163 had been limited to the second class only, but a
rainwater leak through the roofing
canvas in that year necessitated the
removal of the Byzantine pattern
Lincrusta from both the walls and
ceilings in the three-second class
compartments.
Thus, all the money, time and hard
work
restoring
these
three
compartments had been wasted.

Byzantine Lincrusta as installed in one of the second class
compartments before the roof leak which necessitated the removal
of all Lincrusta to undertake repairs to roof and walls etc.

Over the 2018/19 winter period, the
decision had been made to make a
start on installing the Lincrusta
ceilings in one first and one-second
class compartment and to the walls
of
the
same
second-class
compartment.

A visit to the Pontypool and Blaenavon Railway
to see Barry Railway Coach number 173 had
revealed that not only was the Lincrusta on the
ceilings, fitted on to lose panels (which had been
known at the start of 163’s restoration). The
Lincrusta to the walls had also been installed on
loose panels.
Originally in 1895 the loose ceiling and wall
panels had been made from Papier mâché but in
163 we have opted to use a marine plywood for
this.
In 2014 Heritage Wallcoverings Ltd acquired
Lincrusta from Akzo Nobel and the new owners
made a decision to increase their product range.
Thus, producing a greater range of patterns,
BRCT now had a greater number of options than

Fanfare Lincrusta as fitted to ‘D’ wall panel for
Second Class Compartment loose wall panels
those that were available when we first applied the
Byzantine pattern to the second class.
In order to make the interior of the compartments
more appealing and yet still maintaining the
Victorian period feeling, the decision was taken to
use their new pattern ‘Amelia’ RD1956FR on all the
ceilings in both the first- and second-class

Adrian Jones, rolling the surface of the Lincrusta to
ease out the air bubbles and form a strong bond to
the second class ceiling panels
compartments.
However, the first class would also have a simple
border reference RD1639FR, but we would have to
re-create 4 number “W” style corners from the two
Victorian examples that we had found for each of
the three ceiling panels per compartment.
This would allow us to use the new ‘Fanfare’
RD1975FR pattern on the second-class walls, as
this pattern only looked correct if it was used
vertically only.

Second Class Compartment Ceilings and Wall
panels

Since we had last used Lincrusta the new owners
had brought their prices in-line with the rest of the
world at £265.00 per roll.

The W Pattern Lincrusta Corner.
This corner really has proved to be a nemesis for
a number of years, it is only 100mm square, but it
had to be recreated and used somehow?
We had found a second W pattern corner from a
different railway company’s carriage indicating
that these corners were a commonly used
Lincrusta item.
A few years ago, a replica relief had been
machined out in MDF.

Replicated first class ceiling corner cast in a two
pack resin.
However, due to two house moves in two years our
chairman had misplaced both of the two corners and
the MDF relief piece, but he still had recorded
enough data to have (at his own expense) a threedimensional computer CAD file written, from which a
3D print of the original could and was reproduced.
From this print, a negative mould has been produced
in Silicone from which the corners have been cast.

First class corner set into Amelia infill and Boarder
Initially ‘Jesmonite’ was used to cast the corners
but produced too many air bubbles due to them
being very thin, so a two-pack resin was used to
produce the final product.
To produce the first-class ceiling panels the
central infill panel of Amelia is cut to width and
length, then laid out on the backing panel, 4
lengths of the border are cut and placed around
the Amelia.

First Class laid out before it is glued to loose
ceiling panel

The 4 corners are then individually let
into both the infill and part of the border.
Only when all these 9 items are correct
is the adhesive applied to the backing
panel and the components are
individually rolled into place.
When dry the ceiling panels are primed
with a specialist adhesion primer, then
the ordinary acrylic paints can be used,
infill –off white, border a rich blue, the
high relief of the corners and the border
has a coat of red bole applied before
the 23.5 carat gold leaf is applied and
then burnished.
At this point the ceiling panels are fitted
to the roof, followed by the gold-leafed
scotias around the perimeter.
We are hoping to have some Lincrusta
panels for the visitors to see over the
Spring Gala and the Open House
Weekends.
Heritage Wallcoverings Limited have
assisted the Barry Railway Carriage
Trust by part sponsoring the supply of
rolls of Lincrusta etc. for which BRCT
are truly grateful and trust that both
organizations can benefit from the
mutual interest they have together.

Adrian Jones fits the boarder around the infill to the first
class ceiling panel.

BRCT also wish to acknowledge and
thank one of our volunteer members,
Adrian Jones of The Cheshire
Decorating Co, who is an approved
Lincrusta installer and restorer on the
Lincrusta web pages

He has been instrumental in producing the W
pattern corner and for his skill in installing the
Lincrusta in 163 which will now have 4 different
genuine Lincrusta patterns across its first- and
second-class compartments when complete.

Links: www.lincrusta.com
www. thecheshieshiredecorating.co.uk

First class ceiling panel in white

First Class Ceiling panel with a blue border the next process will be to apply ‘Gold Leaf’ to the
raised area between the blue and white plus the raised surfaces of the corners.

